The statement of the problems The aim of this work is to compare the run-times of two numerical methods used to determine the approximate solutions of multipoints value problems with boundary conditions at infinity, they appears in pollutants transport in rivers. Ames and Lohner (1981) , [1] , study models for a transport, reaction and dissipation of pollutants in rivers. One model gives rise to a system of three first-order PDE in one space variable x and time t. By looking for traveling wave solutions, that depend only the variable: z = x − t they reduce PDE, to ODE: z=x-t they reduce PDE, to ODE like: f′′ =βgf g′′ =-βgh h′′ =λβgh Here f represents a pollutant, g bacteria, and h carbon; the physical parameters λ and β are constants. After showing that the equations for g and h imply that:
where E is a given value for g(∞). They reduce the system of ODE so:
This equations are be solved subject to boundary conditions:
Since h(∞)=0 the equation (3) can be approximated for large z by: h′′=Eλβh For β=λ=10 and E=1, this equation becomes: h′′=100h (6) with solution:
h(z)=Ae 10z+Be -10z
Because h(0)=1, h(∞)=0 implies A=0 and B=1, then the approximate solution h(z) of the problem (6) with conditions (5) is asymptotically multiple of e-10z
With h(z)= e -10z , β=λ=10, E=1 the equation (4) becomes: f′′=10 (1-e-10z/10) f, (7) subject to boundary conditions: f(0)=1, f(∞)=0 (8) Also for large z the equation (7) can be approximate by: f′′=10f Solving this approximating ODE we find that: f(z)=Ae √10z+Be-√10z For constants A,B. The solution is to have f(∞)=0, so A=0. From this we see that the solution of the given equation is approximately a multiply e-√10z. For practical purposes it is interesting solution behavior in transient area (an interval bounded by that starts from 0) and not the behavior of the asymptotically area where h(z)≃0, f(z)≃ 0.
Numerical results
We present two approximation methods for exact solutions of the problems (6) and (7) r²-100=0.
B-splines and Runge-Kutta methods
A natural choice of the start solution for this problem is: 
The solver BVP4C
Following the idea giving in [2, pp:146-152], we solve the problems (6) + (5) and (7)+(8) using the solver BVP4c of MATLAB suggest by [6, pp: 153] and obtained the following results:
